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the tempest is coming, they said. we could smell it in the distance. the skies were cloudy, and it was
getting dark. this was going to be a special run. the ship was a 91, and she was a damsel in distress.

with the loss of engine control, the ship began to roll. it was as if some great hand was wrapping up the
ship in a blanket of darkness. it was the storm. us navy f-18c hornet jet fighter bombers are restricted to

night, heavy and at some times to anti-submarine warfare and interdiction within the western pacific
ocean. they have been mainly engaged in such missions in the vietnam, gulf, and iraq wars. their

original role was to carry out precision long-range, high-altitude bombing missions, taking out enemy
fighters and sam sites, which resulted in a long-range weapons system, combined with the ability to

conduct air combat against enemy aircraft and surface targets. its primary weapons are a 27mm cannon
with 62 rounds of ammunition for the nose, 20mm aim-120 amraam missiles in the mid-fuselage, and up
to three 2.75-inch unguided rockets in the tail (for the intended role as a self-defense jammer). there are
four bombsight pods, three under each wing and a system of radio frequency interdiction radar for target

ranging and acquisition. the wing tips have a pair of rwr/irst pods. uss hornet was the u.s. navy's first
aircraft carrier and its first operational aircraft carrier. hornet served in the pacific during world war ii

and the vietnam war and was decommissioned in 1972. the ship was the venue for the first carrier take-
off of the boeing f-18 in 1975.
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six months later, i was the
squadron’s tactical coordinator.
during deployment, i was on the
wing of the squadron to watch

every movement. i made sure the
tools and equipment was working

properly so the pilots could get the
job done. everyone on the team
relied on me. i had responsibility

for almost all of the aircraft on the
ship and was the one who was
expected to know it all and to
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figure out how to solve any
problems that arose. it was a lot of

work, but the tomcat had the
potential to do tremendous

damage to any target, so the
squadron needed to run the gamut

of drills from basic to advanced.
the knowledge and experience that
i was able to gain was invaluable.

as a flight commander, i am
responsible for the training and
development of new pilots. my

time studying under my mentors
and travelling with them has

allowed me to assimilate every
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aspect of their style and to pass
their lessons onto the tomcat

students i supervise. i wanted to
learn to fly the tomcat so i could be
a better group commander. i was a
passionate kid who wanted to fly.
when i stepped into the cockpit of
a tomcat, the weight of the g-suit
got me, the feels were amazing,

and i immediately felt the power of
a fighter jet. it was a controlled

frenzy. the tomcat was meant to
fight. the pilots were very

aggressive with each other during
training, trying to prove who was
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the best. they wanted to be the
kings of the runway, do your best
and get in the history books. the

tomcat has a wide array of
missions that all can be completed
and even the best pilots are not in
a position to deal with every type
of mission. my personal favorite is
air-to-air combat where you use

the cannon to destroy enemy
aircraft. this is what my classmates

and i did in the simulation. i also
really like defensive combat that
uses the gun to attempt to shoot
down incoming missiles or attack
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